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Abstract
The information exchange has evolved from traditional books to computers and Internet in a few years’ time. Our
current university students were born in this age: they learn and have fun with different methods as previous genera-
tions did. These digital natives enjoy computer games. Thus, designing games for learning some selected topics
could be a good teaching strategy for such collective and also for undergraduate university students. This paper de-
scribes the development and test of an educational computer game revolving around radar. The objective of the
game RADAR Technology is to teach students about the fundamentals of radar, while having fun during the learning
experience. Based on the principle that you learn better what you practice, the authors want to induce students to
discover a difficult to understand topic by proposing them a different experience, in a format better adapted to their
generation skills. The computer game has been tested with actual students and the obtained results seem to be
very promising.
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1. Introduction
The history of higher education is directly related to infor-mation access and could be divided into four main ages
dominated by key developments: the invention of writing,
moveable type, mass printing, and Internet and computers [1].
The birth of writing allowed the transmission of large amounts
of information from one generation to the following, and it re-
lates to an education based on repetition and copying, only for
selected people. The invention of moveable type could be re-
lated to the ﬁrst universities born in Europe, in the Middle
Age, focused on a few elite students. Then, two centuries ago,
the mass printing development led to the expansion and exten-
sion of education all over the world. Most of our current uni-
versities are a result of such a push. However, we are now
living in the Internet and computer age, and most of our teach-
ing methods come from that previous era. Therefore, students,
and sometimes lecturers, are not specially attracted by some
lessons or concepts that we are teaching year by year.
A clear example could be an introductory lesson to radar
fundamentals: radar basics; signal routing and timing; ranging
(maximum unambiguous range, radar waveform minimum
range, slant range); direction determination (bearing, elevation
angle); height of the target; accuracy; resolution (angular, range,
resolution cell); theoretical maximum range equation (antenna
gain and aperture, radar cross section, free-space path loss, ex-
ternal and internal losses); minimum discernible signal echo;
noise; false alarm rate; or probability of detection. Those radar
basis and concepts are observed to be difﬁcult to understand for
students. This fact has been detected more than two decades
ago and its analysis allowed identifying a number of obstacles
that explained such difﬁculty: the learning of any new subject,
the organization of the provided material, the sometimes inade-
quate background of the students, the intrinsic complexity of the
topic and the density of the concepts [2]. This early analysis in-
dicates the interest and also the concern of many lecturers on
how to improve the knowledge, skills, and understanding of
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radar students. When comparing proposals at the time of the
analysis [3], and more than a decade later [4, 5], a short evolu-
tion could be observed: different authors published their ideas
on teaching subjects related to radar and their methods are
very similar. The three cited proposals are based on master
classes on explaining the concepts and equations, helped by
laboratory sessions complementing these classroom perfor-
mances. The main differences are in the type of experimental
sessions (i.e., software-based simulations or actual equipment).
Assuming the world around us is changing, teachers must
look for new learning resources to make lessons more interest-
ing, educational and fun. Learning through play is the pedagog-
ical name of this trend and its academic results support the
effort of adapting teaching techniques to its speciﬁcations.
Throughout this paper, the know-how of developing an
educational game focused on learning the fundamentals of
radar is presented and analyzed. The experience in teaching
subjects on remote sensing fundamentals for a long time
(more than 15 years) tells the authors that it is not easy to intro-
duce the radar basis in one or two master-class sessions, while
keeping the attention of the students: there are lots of concepts,
equations, implications; and probably the session would be
converted into a sequence of contents, too theoretical and bor-
ing! Thus, we explored a different strategy to provide the stu-
dents with such radar contents, but allowing them to maintain
the attention and also the interest in the subject.
Analyzing previous research on gamifying some parts
of university subjects, there are several schemes, from adapt-
ing commercial games to supporting learning contents [6, 7],
or solving problems based on simulation games [8] to more
serious games designed to inspire concepts and values [9].
However, no deep experiences in gamifying radar basics
have been found in previous literature. There are some expe-
riences in development games for military applications, with
the aim of training personnel to operate complex radar sys-
tems, in a cheaper way than using actual and very expensive
equipment, but they are focused on a given device, and not
reported in scientiﬁc literature. Nevertheless, there are lots of
games, both professional and amateur, which take advantage
of radar knowledge, to help the user detect elements around
him or to virtually drive cars or other vehicles.
Section 2 analyzes the balance between educational
games and traditional teaching, reinforcing the authors’ belief
that games can provide effective learning tools, as it has re-
cently been stated [10, 11]. These previous thoughts inspired
the authors to design an ad hoc video game, which could pro-
vide players/learners with fun.
Section 3 contains the presentation of the game RADAR
Technology. This game transports the students to around the
mid-1900s to investigate the fundamentals of radar. This sec-
tion relates the story, the learning experience and the game-
play. Different components of the game are highlighted and
analyzed to get a better understanding of the game itself.
The story of the game is also a big aspect for the students: if
it is good enough, the player regards the learning experience
as recreation, because he is having fun.
Section 4 is centered on an actual experience involving
34 students; some of them are volunteers from different univer-
sity levels, and the rest are taking the course “Remote Sens-
ing”, for which the game has been designed. The results
obtained by this test are analyzed and some conclusions about
the use of such a strategy in actual circumstances are extracted.
Finally, Section 5 provides the conclusions of this pa-
per, related to game development, its usability for teaching
radar fundamentals and the results of the trials.
2. Educational Games and
Traditional Teaching
For various generations, sons and daughters had similar
jobs as their parents or grandparents did, but they also lived
and recreated in similar ways. Nowadays, our children live,
play, and relax completely differently than their grandparents.
Therefore, current university staff has attended major changes
in our societies throughout the last few decades. Many of these
changes came with computers and the progressive digitalization
of our lives. This breathing evolution has inﬁltrated also in edu-
cation, as teachers are trying to lecture students that have very
different skills than themselves. Lecturers have classrooms full
of digital natives and this situation is probably the largest
change in centuries of university history: higher education ex-
panded with the impulse of mass printing, which allows people
to access knowledge through books, but nowadays, Internet
and computers are a must-have for getting access to informa-
tion. Those new students, with new abilities, demand also new
learning tools and strategies: the new society has changed the
way we think and learn [12].
Among these social changes, the scope of education cannot
be static in its habits: traditional tutoring is a result of decades
of experience. In fact, traditional education uses exactly the
same methods that were applied to our grandparents. As living
modes changed a lot during the last decade, traditional education
methods could be boring for a new generation of students.
A paper just written at the beginning of the Internet age
tried to investigate the ability of computers to help students
to understand Electromagnetism [13]. It was too early to talk
about educational games, but not to consider the use of edu-
cational software as a compelling idea. Among the lessons
learned by the author, the active involvement of the student
in the education process seems to be essential. Our current
students belong to a generation that loves to play computer
games; so, the active implication in playing a game could be
assumed. The challenge is to get advantage of our students’
abilities in playing video games to provide them with an ed-
ucational experience: if educational games gave fun to the
players, they would play a lot and learn the underlying sub-
jects at the same time.
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The use of video games to involve students into interac-
tive environments, where they can play and learn, explore
possibilities never thought of one decade ago. When we in-
corporate computers with educational games to the learn-
ing experience, the traditional learning session moves to a
student-driven situation, where he has to be an actor in order
to progress. Thus, learning becomes more effective when the
learners are not passive subjects; as the process takes advan-
tage of students’ abilities.
The motion from master classes to gamed classes is
psychologically interesting: playing a game is a voluntary
and enjoyable activity [14], which motivates the players (i.e.,
students) to be connected to the mission [15–17]. Thus, a
well-designed educational game can attract the attention bet-
ter than a qualiﬁed lecturer. However, games are not com-
monly played in classrooms due to several reasons. Some of
these reasons are related to the fun the game provides: many
educational games are not really games, but only give the
same class contents with colors and some technological ad-
vances; hence, the students are not playing a game, they
only make another task [11]. In addition, many people have
a bad connotation of games as they think the games promote
violent behavior [18–21]. Finally, there are educators who
want to preserve the link between the learning experience
and the traditional learning places, which would be cut by
the education gamifying [22].
Nevertheless, educational computer games can provide
more interesting environments for knowledge than tradi-
tional methods [23–33], speaking to our students in a lan-
guage they are used to. However, the objective must not be
limited to the packaging, as the value of well-designed and
well-implemented tools depends on how they are integrated
into the course [13]. The design of such an educational
game must preserve the aim of education: help students to
get skills to develop professional careers in a natural way.
Having fun is an added value, but it is not the objective: it
is just the path.
3. Components of the Game
Along this work, a personalized platform adventure game
has been developed using the engine GameMaker 8.1 by YoYo
Games Ltd [34]. The goal was to teach students the fundamen-
tals of radar and the designed game has been called RADAR
Technology. The game is freely available at http://www.
sistemasradio.com and can be found in the “downloads” section.
3.1 Story and Learning Experience
In the game RADAR Technology, the students learn
about the fundamentals of radar by reading a text on an in-
game computer and by interacting with nonplayer characters
(NPCs): the robots. The game situates its action in the mid-
1900s, when radar is under development. The player gets the
role of a secret agent at the agency Super-Secret Agency
(SSA), which calls him to complete a mission (Figure 1 shows
the agent, i.e., a worm, going toward the agency).
The target of the agency is RADAR Inc., a company that is
researching in radar technology and has valuable information not
yet publishable to the world. Security at RADAR Inc. detected
another SSA-spy during his mission, and they kidnapped him.
Now, the mission of the player is to get his colleague out of
there. The agency found out that a scientist fell ill; thus, the
player has to dress up as that scientist (Dr. Doppler) and inﬁltrate
the enemy headquarters, as the boss explains him in Figure 2.
Before he was captured, the other spy told that the com-
pany had security robots anywhere in the building, asking ques-
tions on radar fundamentals to every person (scientist or not)
who comes across. Then, the robots use the responses to detect
intruders, as all scientists at the place are experts in radar fun-
damentals. Thus, the player must learn the fundamentals of ra-
dar, and he does it using the documentation prepared by a
group of top scientists, based on the contents of [35, 36], and
presented in web-page format documents. Thus, the student
learns about signal routing, signal timing, ranging, direction de-
termination, height, accuracy, resolution, the theoretical maxi-
mum range equation, false alarm rate, and the probability of
detection. This takes around 15 to 30 min.
Figure 1. The agent going to the Agency to receive his
mission.
Figure 2. Agent Barry explaining to the player the mis-
sion he has to complete.
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When the player thinks his radar knowledge is good
enough, he walks to the company RADAR Inc. and must try
to answer the questions of the security robots, represented by
colored boxes. They are in green when the player has com-
pleted the questions, and in red when the player has to stop
and answer, as depicted in Figure 3. The questions are ex-
tracted from various sources [35, 36].
The player has to pass about seven rooms, with two to
three robots in each room, in order to reach the spy’s prison
cell. When he meets the spy, the player just has to give him
some lock picks, thus he can escape. At the end, the player
gets his ﬁnal report containing his score.
3.2. Questions
There are four kinds of questions that the player must an-
swer correctly throughout the game: multiple choices, true or
false, gap ﬁlls and matching. There are roughly 60 questions in
the game of which 20 questions will be asked each time the
players plays the game, evenly distributed among the four types.
Each robot selects a random question. However, if the selected
question has already been asked, the robot will try to ask a new
one, not asked before to that player. This design is to prevent
the students from solving the questions together when they are
in the same classroom. It also assures some kind of replayability
to the game, as you do not get the same questions all the time.
Next paragraphs describe the different types of questions.
Figure 4 shows examples.
· Multiple choice: the robot asks a question and the
player can choose one answer among four differ-
ent options.
· Gap fill: the robot says an incomplete sentence
and the player has to fill in the correct word, to
complete the assertion.
· True or false: in this case the player gets three
successive questions and has to say whether each
of the statements the robot says, is true or false.
· Matching: the robot shows four concepts and four re-
lated ideas and the objective is to order the related
choices, linking them to those provided by the robot.
3.3. Gameplay
RADAR Technology is a 2-D platform game. The stu-
dent has control over the player character by pressing the ar-
row keys. He can interact with objects and NPCs by pressing
the space bar.
Figure 3. The player passed two robots (in green), and
another is waiting for him (in red).
Figure 4. Questions from the robots. (a) Multiple choice. (b) Gap ﬁll. (c) True or
false. (d) Matching.
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The player starts with ten lives and every failed answer
subtracts one life. If the player runs out of lives, the security
bots, as indicated in Figure 5, detect him. This means that
the game is over.
However, a player must develop the capacity to learn
from mistakes to be successful at video gaming. Thus, the
game allows the player to begin again, but with some pen-
alty due to the previous detection. When accomplishing the
mission, the ﬁnal score (see Figure 6) is composed of four
elements: the time for completing the game, the amount of
game overs, the number of kept lives and the number of
questions answered correctly. Such score system encourages
the student to execute the required task in a good way. He
can even compete with his mates.
4. Actual Tests of the Radar Game
Two sets of students responded to validate the game.
Both sets of testers were asked to play the game and to pass
a test on radar concepts, one before playing the game and
one afterward.
A group of 20 students at various educational levels vol-
untarily joined set A. Most of them are current undergraduate
students (50%), some are working toward their Master degrees
(30%) and the others ﬁnished that degree in the last three years
and are working on their Ph.D. thesis research (20%).
Fourteen students enrolled in a subject called “Remote
Sensing” (taught in the last year of the Bachelor on Telecom-
munication Technologies Engineering, a four-year course)
joined set B. They played the game to obtain an assessment on
their individual knowledge about radar concepts, which repre-
sents 10% of the topic’s ﬁnal grade.
4.1. Design
The students were seated in a laboratory for an individ-
ual experience, deﬁned in three steps.
· First, a test on radar fundamentals was individually
accomplished. The test consisted of ten questions,
following a multiple-choice scheme, as indicated in
the appendix. The use of multiple-choice examina-
tions has been previously analyzed, demonstrating
that it represents a fair and realistic way to assess
the students’ learning that additionally afforded sav-
ing in staff labor [37].
The Professor in charge of the subject “Remote Sens-
ing” selected the questions among a collection from
exams of previous years, quizzes and questions at ra-
dar texts, and the contribution of several lecturers and
researchers. We aimed at covering most of the knowl-
edge incorporated in the game, being exhaustive to
be sure the students would not guess the answers cor-
rectly, but they have understood the concepts.
Once finished, the tests were corrected by a Profes-
sor, with similar rubrics as a regular exam on the
topic, and the qualifications are identified by
Qbefore;N , being N a number from 1 to 20 or to 14
(set A or B, respectively) that univocally identifies
each student. Thus, the tests were identified by a
code and then the Professor could not relate the
author of the test to the persons participating in the
experience: the correction followed a blind proce-
dure. The qualifications range from 0 to 10.
· Then, each student played the game. The students
were allowed to play again when game over and
some of them played for almost 2 hours to win the
game. They were free to leave the lab when they
wanted, but they were pleased to conclude the
third stage of the experience. The person who left
the room first, stayed around 30 min in the experi-
ence and he won the game! Only two were not
able to finish the game, due to PC failures.
· Finally, the same test was passed again, with exactly
the same questions as the previous one (although stu-
dents did not know this fact in advance). Then, the
exam qualifications are identified by Qafter;N , being
N the same identifier than previously used for each
student. Again, blind correction was guaranteed.
Figure 5. The game is over when the security robots sub-
tract all your lives.
Figure 6. When the player accomplishes the mission, the
ﬁnal score provides detailed information.
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4.2. Results
Some statistics were extracted from the qualiﬁcations of
the tests, as the mean values of Qbefore and Qafter. Before play-
ing, students got mean qualiﬁcations as 5 and 4.7 for sets A
and B, respectively; whereas after playing they increased to 6.9
and 7.0. The results have been also analyzed in terms of quali-
ﬁcation bands, grouping the grades as commonly done in regu-
lar exams: those under 5, where examinees failed; between 5
and 7, where they passed; from 7 to 9, which grade is distinc-
tion; and over 9, which is high distinction. The distribution of
such results is summarized in Table 1.
Figures 7 and 8 graphically depict the evolution of the
scores before and after playing the game, for set A and B, re-
spectively. A remarkable observation is that the peak on the
diamond curves has rotated from just passed to better qualiﬁ-
cations (distinction and high distinction), regardless the set
of students. This is observed in the rotation of the diamond
graph. The number of outstanding students (high distinction)
was 0 before playing and 4 or 2, depending on the set (A or B)
after doing it, and the number of distinguished students
changed from 3 to 9, or from 1 to 8. In addition, the number
of students who failed the exam, has dramatically been reduced
(from 7 or 6 to only 1 in both cases), which is very signiﬁcant.
These appreciations indicate that the academic results of the
game seem to be very promising.
Tables 2 and 3 summarize mean, median and standard
deviation of individual grades, disaggregated by sets of stu-
dents, A and B, respectively. A ﬁrst observation of such
values indicates that the difference between results before and
after trying the game appear to be well within the limits of
the standard deviation. Therefore, it appears that there are no
differences between groups. However, both series are not
strictly independent, as data in each series is closely related
by pairs. The gap between pairs of grades obtained by each
student is what deﬁnes the validity of the proposal. Thus, the
ﬁrst-order statistics of Q (the degree of individual improve-
ment for each of the students: QN ¼ Qafter;N  Qbefore;N )
are then extracted: mean, median, and standard deviation. This
is shown in Table 2 for set A and Table 3 for set B. The
mean of Q is positive in both collections of data, which in-
dicates that the game has also positive effects on the students’
performance. In addition, the difference between mean and
standard deviation is always larger than or equal to zero, cor-
roborating the previous assertion: playing the game brings pos-
itive academic results for most of the testers.
Table 1. Number of students obtaining different qualiﬁca-
tion bands.
Figure 7. Evolution of scores before and after playing the
game, set A.
Figure 8. Evolution of scores before and after playing the
game, set B.
Table 2. Evolution of scores before and after
playing, set A.
Table 3. Evolution of scores before and after
playing, set B.
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Table 4 shows the number of students who improve
their grades by different percentages (i.e., the distribution of
Q). It is remarkable that only 2 of 20 and 1 of 14 (sets A
and B, respectively) obtained worse results in the exam an-
swered after playing than in that made before; and besides,
improvements of more than 50% of the original grade are
reached by 40% (set A) and 42% (set B) of the testers.
Figures 9 and 10 both show pie charts summarizing the
previously commented result.
4.3. Analysis
Analyzing the results, some conclusions could be ex-
tracted. As more than 90% of QN are positive, the game
seems to reach its objective: the results indicate it is a useful
tool for learning radar fundamentals. Aggregating both tests,
only three students out of 34 scored lower on the ﬁnal test
than on the ﬁrst test and only one among those ﬁghting for
an actual grade, as it was the case in set B. Thus, the objec-
tive evaluation is positive: the video game was designed to
learn about radar technologies and testers of the game have
learned, independent of their previous knowledge.
However, a subjective evaluation must be also made. This
evaluation comes from the observation of the lecturers, but also
from the comments provided by the students acting as game
testers. There were some interesting annotations made during
both experiments. Whenever a student found a question that he
could not solve or he considered too difﬁcult, he would look at
the screen of the student next to him, looking for some collabo-
ration. However, because the questions were generated ran-
domly, they were not able to cheat. The student always had the
opportunity to restart, whenever he failed the mission. A com-
mon trend was that most of the students restarted if they failed
at the game: the testers were involved enough in the game to
be forced to win it. This is very interesting, as it denotes the
game caught the attention of all participants. Some students be-
came more frustrated at the end when they got a game over,
but most of them tried again. When they ﬁnished the game,
they were quite happy.
The feedback of the students was very positive. Most of
the opinions were focused on the usefulness of the game: the
efﬁciency of the learning by trial and error technique, the
clarity of the questions and the easy playing.
5. Conclusion
This paper has presented the design and test of a com-
puter game to teach radar fundamentals at university. The re-
sult is a game called RADAR Technology, and it applies the
principles of learning through play. The game is freely avail-
able at http://www.sistemasradio.com and can be found in
the “downloads” section.
A complete game has been developed, researching the
fundamentals of radar, analyzing the different game struc-
tures and models, preparing a story that induces the students
to play, introducing characters that add a humoristic touch,
and also testing the game with two sets of volunteers and ac-
tual students at the School of Telecommunication Engineer-
ing of the University of Vigo.
The test of the game provided us with promising re-
sults, as the participating students objectively improved their
knowledge on radar, which was the aim. In fact, 38% of the
students failed the exam before playing the game, and only
6% failed after playing. In addition, the grades of the exams
moved from passed to distinction ones.
The testers’ comments and suggestions provide some
improvements to the ﬁnal version of the game. Anyway, the
Table 4. Improvement in the scores before and
after playing.
Figure 10. Improvement in scores before and after play-
ing, set B.
Figure 9. Improvement in scores before and after playing,
set A.
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conclusion is that the game accomplished its objective: the
students learn more.
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7. Appendix: Test to Assess the Students
This test was designed to assess the students’ knowl-
edge. It consisted of ten questions. Each question has only
one correct answer. The selected questions were those listed
as follows:
1. What does “D” mean in the acronym radar?
a. Direction
b. Duration
c. Detection
d. Design
2. Consider a monostatic pulsed radar. The maxi-
mum unambiguous range is determined by
a. The PRF
b. The antenna beamwidth
c. The bandwidth
d. The pulse length
3. Consider a monostatic pulsed radar. The minimum
range an object can be detected is determined by
a. The pulse length
b. The PRT
c. The antenna beamwidth
d. The pulse bandwidth
4. The radar cross section of a target depends on
a. The radar pulse length
b. The pulse repetition frequency
c. The transmitted power
d. The operating radar wavelength
5. Which kind of antenna would you use in a radar
system?
a. Isotropic
b. Omnidirectional
c. Directional
d. Hemispheric
6. What is the meaning of the second “R” in radar?
a. Radio
b. Ranging
c. Reverberation
d. Return
7. The time that a target is illuminated by the an-
tenna beam during one scan, is called:
a. Day time
b. Dwell time
c. Illumination time
d. Duration time
8. What parameter is related to Doppler bandwidth?
a. Antenna bandwidth
b. Incidence angle
c. Receiver noise
d. Pulse repetition time
9. What parameter is improved by the synthetic aper-
ture technique?
a. Range resolution
b. Azimuth resolution
c. SNR
d. Target interference reduction
10. What parameter is improved when the transmitted
pulse bandwidth increases?
a. Range resolution
b. SNR
c. Azimuth resolution
d. Antenna length
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